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Abstract

We describe ongoing work toward development of a
decision-theoretic agent to help users to choose movies
from a database based on their preferences. We are
exploring methods of quickly eliciting a user’s pref-
erences, combining them with hard constraints, and
incorporating feedback from the user if he is not sat-
isfied with the movies recommended by the system.

Introduction
Traditional relational databases provide users a way
to organize and search for information. For example,
we might querry a personnel database of a company for
the records of all employees who are over 60 years of age
and joined the company after 1/1/70. The database
system would return the set of employees who meet
that criteria or the empty set if there is none. This
framework works well for simple information storage
and retrieval tasks that do not involve a notion of user
preference. If we have a rich notion of some items being
more preferred than others, the traditional database
framework is not sufficiently powerful. It allows only
the binary distinction between items that satisfy a de-
scription and those that do not. Examples of database
retrieval problems in which we need a richer notion of
preference are retrieving of interesting web pages for a
user to read, shopping for cooking knives from an on-
line catalog, or choosing of a video to watch. Take the
example of choosing a video to watch. What we are af-
ter here is one most preferred movie to watch tonight
given that the user doesn’t know exactly what he is
looking for. A typical database query would return a
large set of movies or possibly an empty set of movies,
neither of which satisifes our objective.

We are interested in exploring issues in preference-
based access to information. To explore this problem
we have chosen the domain of video selection for sev-
eral reasons. The domain can be understood by any-
one. Since most people have a good intuitive idea of
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how they select movies, they can use that intuition
in evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed system.
In addition, there are several large and comprehensive
databases on the WWW with rich set of attributes 1
It makes more feasible to evaluate the proposed system
in real life.

Framework
Decision Theory provides a rich theoretical framework
for representing preferences (R. L. Keeyney 1976). Ac-
cording to decision theory, a user’s preferences over a
space of outcomes can be represented by a real-valued
function over the space. When no uncertainty is in-
volved, as is the case in the movie domain, the func-
tion is called a value function. The outcome space is
typically defined in terms of a set of attributes, with
an outcome being a complete assignment of values to
all the attributes. A value function is typically spec-
ified in terms of component functions for each of the
attributes. Unfortunately, traditional techniques for
eliciting value functions are typically time consuming
and tedious. To simplify the task, one is forced to make
assumptions concerning structure of the value function.
Such assumptions are typically expressed in terms of
independence of preference over the attributes.

In low-stakes decision making problems, such as se-
lection of video, it is unreasonable to expect a user to
spend large amounts of time expressing his preferences
to an advisory system. Thus we are exploring tech-
niques to accelerate the preference elicitation process.
We take the position that one should not perform com-
plete elicitation up front. Rather, elicitation should
be performed in an incremental fashion and should be
aided by the problem solving system. Thus we are de-
signing our advisory system to function in the following
fashion. We first elicit a rough preference model. We
then rank the movies in our database according to this
model and present the best n to the user. We allow the
user to critique the presented solutions and take this
as additional preference information to come up with a
new set of solutions. We repeat this cycle until the user

1 http://www.imdb.com,http://www.hollywood.com
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is satisfied. We are exploring several alternative tech-
niques for the initial elicitation (Ha & Haddawy 1997;
1998; Le & Haddawy 1998). We are investigating how
techniques for relevance feedback from the information
retrieval literature (G. Salton 1983) can be adapted 
our framework.

In this particular domain, we expect that a user will
have basic preferences that are fairly stable over time,
i.e., the user’s taste in movies, as well as preferences
that change between uses of the system, i.e., what
the user is particularly interested in watching tonight.
For example, someone might particularly like films di-
rected by Francis Coppola and Martin Scorsese; they
might prefer dramas; they might like Robert DeNiro
and Marion Brando as actors; and they might pre-
fer films with particularly good cinematography. On
the other hand, tonight the person may want to see
an action film and one that is not over 2 hours long,
while generally respecting their overall taste in movies.
We handle this by representing the person’s long-term
preferences with a value function and the short-term
preferences with hard constraints. We first use the
hard constraints to filter the set of movies and then
rank the remaining ones according to the value func-
tion.

All currently existing movie selection assistants use
collaborative filtering to help a user make choices based
on the opinions of other users in the collaborative
group 2. The approach requires users to rate movies on
some numeric scale. The more films users rank and the
more careful they are about their ranking, the better
the system performs. This approach has the drawback
that it considers for recommendation only those movies
that have been ranked by at least one user in the
collaborative group. Our system, on the other hand,
overcomes this drawback by combining both the user’s
long-term preferences (which is the value function) and
short-term preferences (which are hard constraints) 
search for movies.

Current Status
Existing movie databases contain as many as 40 at-
tributes to describe each film. Since this was too
many to work with, we decided to narrow down the
set of attributes by determining the ones that users
find most useful in selecting a film to watch. We per-
formed a brief survey of fifty people and compiled a
set of questions of users from the movie news group
(art.rec.movies) to get a sense for which categories peo-
ple often think of when they choose movies. We classify
the set of selected attributes into two groups: prefer-
ence attributes and constraint attributes. The pref-
erence attributes are ones which the user can express
their preferences (e.g casting, director, genre, award,
filming location continent, country). They involve di-

2 ht tp://movielens.umn.edu,
ht tp://www.moviecritics.com

rectly in elicitation process. The constraint attributes
are one which the user can express their exact criteria
(e.g title, soundtrack, character name).

We have built the simulation of the system 3 by as-
suming that we are given an initial value function from
a separate preference elicitation module. We assume
that the value function has an additive form, i.e., a
weighted sum of attribute values. After presenting the
user with a set of suggested movies, we allow the user
to provide feedback to the system by explicitly ma-
nipulating the attribute weights via a graphical inter-
face. The system then updates the value function and
presents another set of movies. The cycle will go on
until the user satisfies.
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